
Joins to the round group of letters
These examples illustrate how much easier it is to join to some letters if you have a narrow slanting script. With
very fat letters it is tiresome and time consuming to go right over the top and back again. No wonder many
people loop through the round letters instead. In some cases it is better to leave certain letters unjoined.

The letter ‘s’ does not quite fit into the round family. Its only possible partner is ‘f ’. However it sometimes has
joining problems as illustrated by the fat letters shown here. Two of these writers have made an attempt to
simplify the letter, but it has not quite worked.

Some girls tend towards this extra wide form. Whether it is just peer group fashion or not it can be exaggerated
to the point where it slows the writer and becomes a real nuisance. While not suggesting that you try to alter
the proportions of every writer’s letters, you could try this experiment. Pupils probably have at least two
different ways of dealing with their names. The way they write their name at the top of any piece of work has
often not changed for years and is usually relatively immature. Then there is the way they sign their name –
when it is needed for official purposes. The written name may be even more childish than their usual script but
often the writing contained in the signature is faster, more mature and has a more forward slant. The lesson is
obvious. They already have the beginning of an adult script, but there is no guarantee that every teenager will
heed it. 
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Joins to the round group of letters

These joins work best with oval slanting writing. With fat letters the join has to go over the top and back. Try the examples
below to see what happens. A penlift may be better than an awkward join.

Fat letters, uneconomic joins.

Good solution to a bad join.

Narrow letters, more efficient joins.

Keep your ‘c’s round.

Do not pull ‘s’ out of shape. Simplify it or do not join at all.

Round letters, looped joins.

Some letters are better left unjoined.




